Internationalization of SMEs: Does Process Matter?
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Abstract: Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in emerging economies are nowadays becoming increasingly significant in the internationalization of Asian countries. SMEs have now grown and are expected to be the largest cluster of industrial elements in most emerging countries. As with many emerging market firms in Southeast Asia, Malaysian firms have been late to internationalize. Exports by Malaysian SMEs were only 26% of their total output, which is much lower than neighboring countries like Taiwan, Hong Kong and the Philippines. This study focuses on the internationalization process of SMEs entrepreneurs in Malaysia. This study used a qualitative approach where a set of interview protocol was developed and the selection of entrepreneurs was chosen from MATRADE, the government agency involved in internationalization. The findings show an early process of internalization of Malaysian SMEs – their being engaged in export activities. Some of the important discourses extracted from the interviews were international networking, knowledge of international business, opportunities identification, in both local and international markets, as well as Custom’s procedures.
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INTRODUCTION

In Malaysia, 80 percent of the total business establishments are SMEs, however their contribution to total Export is relatively low [1]. In 2010, Malaysian GDP (Gross Domestic Product) was reported around 750 billion Ringgit and national export was reported around 64 billion Ringgit [2]. In this regard, SME’s contribution to export revenue was only 8.5%. With significant untapped markets internationally, SME manufacturers and entrepreneurs in Malaysia could not help but realize the need to go internationally. With the implementation of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) in 2014, the doors opened up for Malaysia SMEs to embark on internationalization. Tapping into international markets continues to look promising and profitable, however it requires different skills. This is why many SMEs in the country have seemed satisfied within their comfort zones in local business where they are familiar with the terrain rather than tapping into lucrative markets elsewhere.

Hence, developing and increasing the SMEs growth via internationalization has been the focus and concern of the Malaysian government. Regarding this, a variety of agencies and ministries have facilitated and supported SMEs in internationalization [1]. According to Syed Zamberi and Siri Roland [3], although government agencies, including MITI and MATRADE, have organised various programmes to promote international business, up until now, not many SMEs have taken the challenge and gone into international trade. Realizing Malaysia is a small country, with a total population of around 30 million, our internal market is relatively small and saturated when compared with the total population of 600 million in South East Asian countries. Internationalization is a viable option to contribute to the well-being of the country. As far as the government was concerned, exports by the Malaysian SMEs were only 26% of their total output, much lower than in neighbouring countries like Taiwan, Hong Kong and the Philippines [4]. There is a high concentration of SMEs
Entrepreneurship as a combination of innovative, proactive and risk-taking behaviour that is intended to create value in organisations [16].

For some, entrepreneurship is about the discovery and exploitation of opportunities [17]. Entrepreneurship tries to make a tangible contribution by creating value through creative ideas and a forward-thinking mentality [18]. According to Casson [19], the characteristics typical of successful entrepreneurs are the ability to take risks, innovativeness, knowledge on how the market functions, manufacturing know-how, marketing skills, business management skills and the ability to co-operate. For many years, researchers have identified unique characteristics of entrepreneurs – confidence, independence, being in control, risk taking and creativity.

Internationalization: Recent focus on the internationalization of smaller firms has resulted in a growing overlap of interest among both international businesses and entrepreneurship researchers [20, 16, 21]. The study of the internationalization process of established firms has generally been conceptualized as a stage model of increasing levels of international commitment [16].

The international expansion of small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs) continues to be a vibrant driver of economic activities [22]. The participation of SMEs in international markets enhances country-level competitiveness, generates foreign currency earnings and creates better-paying jobs, thus leading to sustainable economic growth [23, 24]. Internationalization of a business is undertaking business activities in a country other than the firm’s home country [25, 26]. Further, internationalization is defined as a bi-directional, that is, inward and outward activity [27].

Incremental Theory: Andersson’s [28] classification of international business research identifies two basic approaches - the economic and the process view. Economic view predicts that a company will choose the location for its investment that minimizes total costs. This view of international business is a broader concept than that envisaged under traditional firm internationalization theoretical models that focus specifically on the process aspects of international business development. Research on firm internationalization processes centers on the “establishment chain” school of thought that is also referred to as the Uppsala-model, (U-model), the Nordic school model, the incremental school model or the stages model. Incremental internationalization theory has also borrowed some ideas from the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) research stream and mainstream economic theory.
Apart from the above mentioned approaches, another theory of internalization is called the incremental internalization theory. This theoretical framework was first developed by Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul [29] in their study of four Swedish firms, in which they observed that when firms internationalize, they move along a series of incremental steps which they termed as an “establishment chain.” Their work was a culmination of separate research activities dating back to the 1960s along with, Aharoni [30], Perlmutter [31] and Pinney [32]. Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul [29] identified four stages through which an internationalizing firm passes; namely 1) no regular export activities, 2) export via independent agents, 3) establishment of a foreign sales subsidiary and 4) establishment of a foreign manufacturing plant.

**International Entrepreneurship (IE):** International entrepreneurship (IE) based on Styles and Seymour’s [33] assesses the degree of creation and exchange of value through the identification and exploitation of opportunities that cross national borders.

IE is defined by Oviatt and McDougall [21] as “the discovery, enactment, evaluation and exploitation of opportunities across national borders - to create future goods and services”. It is a contextualized activity that occurs across national borders [34]. Yet, due to open door policies practised by many countries, IE is embraced and welcomed and lately boosted by ICT so that more and more small business entrepreneurs embark on internationalization. As a field of research, this process involves research into entrepreneurship in multiple countries (cross-country comparisons of the nature and extent of entrepreneurial activity) and research into cross-border entrepreneurship (international activity of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and new ventures) [35, 21].

**METHODOLOGY**

Prior to the interviews, a set of interview protocol was developed based on literature review as well as advice from the experts and practitioners. The protocol was used to provide the base line for the research questions. Having an interview protocol was indeed a must, in order to ensure reliability and consistency of questions to all respondents. The selection of participants was based on a convenient sampling, which was a sampling frame from MATRADE of the State of Kelantan. This was used to determine SMEs that were involved in the study.

Once the list was available, they were carefully screened to fulfill the requirements of the study, which were; first, be in operation for more than 3 years and, second, have at least 5 employees. Once interviews with the owner-entrepreneurs were conducted at their premises in mid 2016, the interviews that were recorded, at the entrepreneurs’ consent were transcribed verbatim. Atlas software was used to facilitate the coding of interview transcripts. Interview data was analyzed into codes and themes. Then all themes were analyzed to see the pattern of coherence of the data.

**RESULTS**

Two companies engaged in internalization, which operate their businesses in the state of Kelantan, Malaysia agreed to participate in this study. Both companies have conducted an early stage of internalization – exporting. Based on two pilot interviews conducted, that explored the questions what, who, where, when and how; pertaining to internalization, the researchers found some similar keywords and themes that can be summed up as the process that SMEs went through during internationalization. Among the similar themes were networking, capability, opportunity and well-versed international procedures. Each will be discussed in turn:

**Networking:** Both entrepreneurs said that networking with all contacts; with individuals, other firms, governments and government support systems, forwarding and exporting agents, as well as Customs, facilitate internationalization. Unlike others who only deal with local activities, IE have wider networking. They, unlike local counterparts, get out of their comfort zone to enable themselves to internationalize.

*Entrepreneur 1 said: I’ll inform MATRADE, the company that (is) required to sell the products will inform me or will notify me. I will supply the stuff. So it will (have a) connection between Malaysian companies and companies in foreign countries. Yes, we need to study the market…what is the trend…we have to know. That is why we have to go through MATRADE because every MATRADE branch has its function. The function is to act as a representative. It knows how the culture is. It is a kind of assistant to us. So when we ask MATRADE how is Myanmar, MATRADE has an office there.*
Entrepreneur 2: More to PR (public relation) networking when we have reached that stage, first we have to have a good network with MITI and relevant agencies such as MATRADE...or other MOA agencies, we need to have networking.

Capability (Knowledgeable)

SMEs that aspire to internationalize show adequate international knowledge prior to internalization. They know the cultures and rules of trading in host countries. These two prerequisites were required to make appropriate and wise decisions. Their experiences and international exposure provided all sorts of knowledge which was later turned into the capability to deal with international business.

Entrepreneur 1: We have to embrace the culture, the chengal wood. It is a Malaysian wood...so we know this is our strong point. So far...the quality is different. Thus, for the chengal wood demand, we supply them. That is why we need to know our speciality, we export that, our quality to Asia.

Entrepreneur 2: When we go abroad, we bring our product along, (because) we want to know their comment, haa...from there on we may do as they wish...so like me, I make serundeng (a type of dried beef), but the thing with serundeng...what is it? Haa, how do you explain it? Thankfully, there are food(s) which are similar in their country so we can adjust the taste and other things.

Opportunity: There are great possibilities for Malaysian small firms which are already engaged in domestic business to embark on international business. Entrepreneurs see the demand of their products and services outside of our country. Given the right assistance, in terms of product development and financial assistance, the entrepreneurs interviewed, those who are already engaged in domestic business, stated that they would engage in international business as long as there was demand for their products or services overseas. After all, they cannot depend entirely on the domestic market for their firms’ future. The overseas markets look very promising as long as they are creative enough to modify or make some modifications to their products or services accordingly.

Entrepreneur 1: Another thing is we should always be ready to take on challenges. For instance, as human(s), we prefer to live comfortably, Right? So, we must always modify our business, we should not be complacent. The world has changed. Different culture. Different identity. As an entrepreneur we have to be creative. Creativity will benefit us. Creativity will boost the competition.

Entrepreneur 2: The first reason for me is market expansion. I looked at the difference in marketing approaches. Actually, others have been making serundeng for 4 generations, for many years, (so) I am considered as a new player. The normal market is saturated because there are already many players in the market. I looked at the marketing approach; I mean, ok we upgrade our factory, we have the halal certificate ...so we(now) go to different markets.

Procedures in Internalization: The procedures for export entail a lot of work including clerical work, like filling out the many government forms. This is not easy for SMEs, many would probably hire consultants or other agencies. In order to encourage local SMEs to be successful in international business, the government must play an active role in promoting, assisting and advising Malaysian firms in terms of the knowledge of internalization procedures, as well as the means to facilitate importing and exporting.

Entrepreneur 1: Yes, we need to study the market. What is the trend? We need to know. That is why we need to go through MATRADE. Because every MATRADE branch has its function. They functioned as the representative. They (are) kind of assisting us. So, we asked MATRADE about a country, how it is. MATRADE have terminals...they are good. Which means there are many terminals. For example, MATRADE Singapore, MATRADE India, Indonesia...they will explain (the procedures at each terminal). They have representatives that will explain about the Malaysian culture, what is the language. They will explain everything.

Entrepreneur 2: Ones have to know how to look for the opportunity and do a research beforehand. Do not go without knowing anything. Next, which is the target country we wish to go (to), the target market we wish to take, as well as procedures we need
to comply? We need to do some study on these matters, sometimes. To get the (best) information, we can just contact the MATRADE offices abroad.

CONCLUSION

The findings of this study are instructive, showing the early process or stage of internationalization amongst SMEs and the requirements needed to be fulfilled by entrepreneurs and their companies. In line with incremental theory, in this study, entrepreneurs run international businesses by exporting their products to international markets. Among the important themes extracted from the interviews were international networking, knowledge of international business, opportunities identification, as well as, know-how of Custom’s rules and procedures. All of this information is crucial for those who want to embark on internationalization. With better exposure to the international market, know-how and networking, more and more Malaysian SMEs will engage internationally and successfully tap into potential markets overseas. Internalization provides a new platform for Malaysian SMEs to be more competitive in the international market.
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